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A table corner has been patented by Mr. Harvey N. Hall, of Evansville, Ind. It consists of a curved clamping iron and a curved stud or block, combined with a table frame and leg, the object being to thus provide firm and durable fastenings for securing table legs to the frames. A trace carrier has been patented by Mr. Frank O. Derr, of Moulton, Iowa. It is made with side loops for the side straps of a harness. with a cross bar for the back strap, and a rear loop and keeper for the crupper strap, the device being cheap and durable and easily applied to any harness. A salt boiler or pan has been patented by Mr. John Seely, of Warsaw, N. Y. Steam is used for heating, and wood is the principal material composing the boiler C)r pan, the construction being such that the different parts may be keyed up at any time to keep it from leaking in case of shrinkage. A step ladder has been patented by Mr. William H. Kline, of Watsontown, Pa. Combined with the ladder is a folding table and a drawer for holding small articles; the ladder is automatic in opening and closing, and is strengthened and made more firm than step ladders ordinarily are. Window and other glass forms the subject of a patent issued to Mr. Michael Magrath, of New York city. The glass has a novel configuration on one of its faces, especially adapting it for fan lights, doors. etc., giving multiplied prismatic effect. by the refrangi-bility of the rays of light upon a wall or other surface upon which the light is made to fal!. A rope clamp has been patented by Mr. Samuel H. Magee, of Galveston, Texas. It consists of a pair of clamping segments, combined with a wedge-shaped plate, for use in place of selvage straps, and purchases in setting up rigging, instead of catspaws, and also for joining two ends of a rope in place of splicing. A velocipede has been patented by Mr. Lindsey Dickey, of Vibbard, Mo. The velocipede wheel iB made with a wheel having an internal gear formed on its rim, spokes projecting from the rim of the said wheel, and a rim on the spokes, making a novel machine which can be driven at a high or low speed and easily steered. An advertiser and card holder has been paten ted by Mr. John M. Hubbard, of Lake Village, N. H. A board ib divided into spaces by transverse ridges, and on the side edges of the board are two pins for each space, on which are held cords which pass over the spaces and hold cords in place between the ridges, the holder being provided with means for hanging. A pump has been patented by Mr. Charles H. Bennett, of Blossburg, Pa. This invention relates to improvements in that class of pumps where the piston is reciprocated vertically by the stand pipe through which the water rises, the construction being simple, the pump easily operated, and not liable to get out of order. A thill coupling has been patented by Mr. George D. Umland, of Osceola Mills, Wis. The invention covers a specially formed block on a carriage axle clip, with other novel features, affording means whereby either a tongue or a pair of thills may be quickly attached to or detached from the axle of a carriage. A fastening for bag, pocketbook, and purse frames has been patented by Mr. Charles S. Shep-ard, of Brooklyn, N. Y. A pair of studs is attached to one part of the frame, and studs with knobs to the other part of the frame, and a rod with a knob is hinged to the one pair of studs , shutting down between the knobs of the other pair. A gas cautery has been patented by Mr. Charles Graefe, of Sandusky, Ohio. This invention relates to cauteries heated by gas, for which the instrument is made with separate tubes, one for the gas and the other for the air, the ends being so bent that the current of air is discharged at right angles, or nearlyso, to the flame. A combined hammer and nail feeding device has been patented by Mr. Emmet Horton, oi Dundee, N. Y. It is for use by carpenters, and for shingling, lathing, etc., having a nail receptacle which, by the swinging movement of the handle, is made to feed the nails by gravity, one at a tnne, to an attachment that places them in position for being driven. A plaque or panel has been patented by Mr. Edward de Planque, of Hoboken, N. J. It ie formed of two layers of canvas or duck united by a mixture of glue, whiting, and finely pulverized wood, the face or panel having a covering of whiting and glue on which the painting or drawing is produced, the plaque being readily pressed into any desired shape. An ice creeper has been patented by Mr. Peter B. Laird, of Brooklyn, N. Y. It is made of two elastic wires, connected at their middle parts by a collar or band, and bent at their ends to form lugs to clasp the edges of the sole and heel, and points to engage the ice, the device being one readily applied to and detached from the soles of boots and shoes. An adjusting device for rolling mills has been patented by Mr. JohnWood, of Conshohocken, Pa. The invention consists in a wedge operated by a screw, and fitted between the breaker and bolster at one end of the top roll, whereby the adjustment of the roll to the lower one can be be accomplished accurately and without loss of time. A spectacle and eyeglass frame has been patented by Mr. Louis Lazarus, of Allegheny, Pa. The bows are divided to allow of the convenient insertion of new lenses, but havea novel attachment of flexible metal tape or springs, which is scarcely perceivable, to hold the abutting ends of the divided bows pressed down upon the lenses. A millstone dress has been patented by Mr. Robert Wilson, of Greenup, Ky. The millstone has furrows and lands, the latter with their tops rounded from the inner ends to a circle surrounding the eye, and with their remaining portions made flat, so the bran will not be cut or torn, and the stones are kept comparatively cool. A combined reclining and rocking chair has been patented by Mr. Henry G. C. Lauer, of Iowa City, Iowa. The rockers are upon the rear legs only, and the arms are adapted to slide upon upwardly extended parts of the rear legs, and when used for reclining the chair will remain in any position to which it may be adj usted. A truss frame for roofs of buildings has been patented by Mr. WilHim P. Buckley, of Oxford, Chenango County, N. Y. This invention covers a special combination of rods with the framework and braces to support the weight of the roof in such manner as to give the greatest amount of strength and security from the building spreading or roof settling. An ore and salt drier has been patented by Mr. Robert A. Nevin, of San Francisco, Cal. Combined with a rotating drier, ore roaster, and stack, are specially arranged flues and dampers, making an apparatus peculiarly adapted for drying ores preparatory to pulverizing and chloridizing, and also for drying the salt to be used in the chloridizing process. A press for moulding ornamental tiles or other articles of cement has been patented by Mr. Jean Larmanjat, of Paris, France. By this invention a slight vertical movement is imparted to 1(he mould table by means of counterweighted levers, springs, etc., to prevent the accumulation of dust and grit between the mould carrying table and the press frame, so the table will not become clogged. A temporary binder for books, magazines, etc., has been patented by Mr. George E. Alvord, of St. Louis, Mo. A hollow body or back carries book covers of the usual form, and has two hooks, one movable and the other fixed, for engaging the leaves, the movable hook being drawn toward the fixed hook by means of a spring, the device being cheap and easily operated. A staple has been patented by Mr. Abram Nelson, of New York city. This invention covers a new form of hook staple intended especially for binding the strands of wire fences to the post or framing, the body and point being such that it may be driven independently of the grain of the wood, and arranged vertically or horizontally or at any intermediate angle. A furnace for annealing metals has been patented by Messrs. Edwin M. Herr, of Denver, Col., and George W. Cummins, of V.ienna, N. J. This invention covers a novel construction and arrangement of parts for an annealing furnace in which is an air tight chamber with furnace surrounding it, a piston carrier, swinging gates, and other special features, whereby it can be automatically operate d. A brick machine has been patented by Mr. Charles A. Tarragon, of Portland, Ore. It is made with a sliding frame having cross bars and carrying moulds open at the corners and provided with lugs and pins, with which engage double hooks attached to shafts carrying cam plates, with other novel features, to facilitate the removal of bricks from the moulds of brick machines. A cartridge loading board has been patented by Mr. Henry W. Howe, of Lawrence, Kan. It has any desired number of holes for receiving shells, and at the bottom side the holes are countersunk to receive the flanges, a hinge being on that side to close against the head of the shells, which are held by holding spurs made wedge-shaped and fiat, preventing the shells from turning during crimping without injuring the rim. A cartridge shell creaser has also been patented by the same inventor, more particularly intended for loading apparatus of the foregoing kind , but the creaser, either with or without an attached trimmer, may be used separatel yor in connection wih a handbrace or other means for turning it, so that shells may he creased, trimmed, and crimped without removing from the loading board
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